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Abstract: Data mining is the extraction of vast interesting patterns or knowledge from 
huge amount of data. This paper reviews main data mining techniques based on a  
framework. We compare the advantages and disadvantages of different data mining 
techniques and discuss open issues and future research trends in data mining. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Data mining is essentially the process of uncovering meaningful new correlations, 
patterns and trends from large quantities of complex data using statistical and 
mathematical techniques. With the help of powerful computers, new applications of 
data mining have been developed recently and have expanded its areas of use. Data 
mining as a whole is believed to be a good promoter of e-commerce. Presently, 
applying data mining to e-com- merce has become a hot cake among businesses [1]. 
Data mining in cloud computing is the process of extracting structured information 
from unstructured or semi unstructured web data sources. From business point of view, 
the core concept of cloud computing is to render computing resources in form of 
service to the users who need to buy whenever they are in demand [2]. The end 
product of data mining creates an avenue for decision makers to be able to track their 
customers’ purchasing patterns, demand trends and locations, making their strategic 
decision more effective for the betterment of their business. This can bring down the 
cost of inventory together with other expenses and maximizing the overall profit of the 
company. 

The association between cloud computing and data mining is that cloud is used to 
store the data on the servers and data mining is use to provide client server relationship 
as a service and information being collected based on ethical issues like privacy and 
individuality are violated [5]. 
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Considering the importance of data mining for today’s companies, this paper 
discusses benefits and challenges of data mining . Furthermore, it reviews the process 
of data mining together with the common types of database and cloud computing. 
 

2. Classification 
 
Classification is a classic data mining technique based on machine learning [12]. It is a 
model finding process that is used for portioning the data into different classes 
according to some constraints. In other words we can say that classification is the 
process of generalizing the data according to different instances [2]. Basically, 
classification is used to classify each item in a set of data into one of predefined set of 
classes or groups [12] . The conventional models used for classification are decision 
trees, neural network, statistical and clustering techniques [4]. 

Rule-based reasoning algorithm is a direct result of the rule set of core rules 
inference algorithm is Separate-and-Conquer strategy, it evaluates all the attributes - 
value (condition), then select one. Thus, in one step, Divide-and-Conquer Strategy 
generates m rule, and Separate-and-Conquer Strategy produced only one rule, much 
more efficient than the tree, but the basic ideas, the two are identical. 

Decision Tree algorithm is the core of Divide-and-Conquer strategy, which uses a 
top-down recursively constructed tree. There are several ways to choose segmentation, 
but the goal is same: try to target class optimal segmentation. Decision trees are 
powerful and popular for both classification and prediction. They are also useful for 
exploring data to gain insight into the relationships of a large number of candidate 
input variables to a target variable [19]. It is tree-shaped structures that represent sets 
of decisions. These decisions generate rules for the classification of a dataset [20]. 
Each branch represents an outcome of the test and the leaf nodes represent classes or 
class distributions. Unknown samples can be classified by testing attributes against the 
tree. The path traced from root to leaf holds the class prediction for that sample [21]. 

Naive Bayesian is a simple but important probabilistic model, because the Naive 
Bayesian classifiers are statistical classifiers. In simple terms, a naive Bayesian 
classifier assumes that the presence (or absence) of a particular feature of a class is 
unrelated to the presence (or absence) of any other feature. The Naive Bayesian 
classifier is one of the most popular data mining techniques for classifying large dataset. 
The classification task is to map the set of attributes of sample data onto a set of class 
labels, and naive Bayesian classifier particularly suitable as proven universal 
approximates [22]. 

Daniela, Christopher and Roger [11] compared Neural Networks (NN), Naive Bayes 
(NB) and Decision Tree (DT) classifiers for the automatic analysis and classification of 
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attribute data from training course web pages. In this study Naive Bayesian classifier 
was shown to be the best choice for the training courses domain, achieving an 
impressive F-Measure value of over 97%, despite it being trained with fewer samples 
than any of the classification systems. 

Abirami, Kamalakannan and Muthukumaravel [6] analyzed several data mining 
classification techniques (including Naive Bayesian, ID3 and C4.5 algorithms) using 
WEKA machine learning tools over the healthcare datasets. Different data mining 
classification techniques were tested on two heart disease datasets. The standards 
used were percentage of accuracy and error rate of every applied classification 
technique. They recommend that the technique, which is suitable for a particular 
dataset is chosen based on highest classification accuracy rate and least error rate. 

Gopala, Bharath, Nagaraju and Suresh [9] made a comprehensive comparative 
analysis of 14 different classification algorithms for their performance using 3 different 
cancer data sets. Their results indicate that none of the classifiers outperformed all 
others in terms of accuracy. Most of the algorithms performed better as the size of the 
data set is increased. 

Naive Bayesian Model originated in classical mathematical theory has a solid 
mathematical foundation and stable classification efficiency. The basic idea is: 
classification task can be seen to it posterior probability given after a test sample d 
estimate that Pr (C = cj︱d), then we consider the probability of which class cj 

corresponding to the maximum, they put the category assigned to the sample d. Naive 
Bayes classifier probability construct the required value can be obtained through the 
scan data, so the algorithm relative number of training samples is linear, high efficiency. 
Meanwhile, NBC needed to estimate model parameters little less sensitive to missing 
data, the algorithm is relatively simple. Theoretically, NBC model compared with other 
classification with minimal error rate. But in fact it is not always the case, because the 
NBC model assumptions are independent properties, this assumption is in practice 
often is not established, which gives the correct classification NBC model has brought 
a certain extent. In the large correlation between the number of attributes or more 
attributes, classification efficiency NBC model not as a decision tree model. And when 
a property less relevant, NBC performance model is most favorable. 

Support Vector Machine, is a supervised learning method, which is widely used in 
statistical classification and regression analysis. Support vector machine will be 
mapped to a higher dimensional vector space, the establishment of a maximum 
interval hyperplane in this space. In separate data on both sides of the hyperplane has 
two mutually parallel hyperplanes, the two parallel hyperplanes separating hyperplane 
maximize the distance. Support vector machines not only have a solid theoretical 
foundation, but in many applications are more accurate than other methods, especially 
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when dealing with high dimensional data. It is by far the most accurate text 
classification algorithm to solve the problem, it is also widely used in web page 
classification and bioinformatics. 
 

3. Clustering 
 
This is the organisation of data in classes or it refers to a collection of objects by 
grouping similar objects to form more than one class of methods. Moreover, clustering 
class labels are unidentified and it is up to the clustering algorithm to discover 
acceptable classes. Clustering is sometimes called unsupervised classification. The 
reason was classification is not dictated by given class labels. Clustering is the process 
of grouping a set of physical or abstract object into classes of similar object [10]. There 
are two main types of clustering algorithms: divide clustering and hierarchical 
clustering. 

The most popular clustering tool used in scientific and industrial applications is The 
K-means clustering algorithm [16] - [20]. It proceeds as follows: Firstly, K objects are 
randomly selected; where each of which initially represents a cluster mean or center. 
Secondly, for each of the remaining objects, based on the distance between the object 
and the center, an object is assigned to the cluster to which it is the most similar. Finally, 
the new center for each cluster is computed and the process iterates until the criterion 
function converges.  

Typically, the squared-error criterion is used.K-means works well when the clusters 
are compact clouds that are rather well separated from one another by adopting the 
squared-error criterion. On the other hand, when clusters have widely different sizes, 
densities, or non-spherical shapes it has difficulty detecting the natural clusters [21]. It 
will divide the objects in one cluster into two or more clusters to attempt to minimize 
the square-error criterion. In addition to that, the optimal cluster corresponds to the 
extreme when applying this criterion to evaluate the clustering results. Moreover, the 
algorithm will terminate at local optimum if the results of initialization are exactly near 
the local minimal point. So, this paper intends to present hybrid GA with K-means 
cluster algorithm that efficiently eliminates this drawbacks of K-means. 

Hierarchical clustering is another major clustering methods. It generates a series of 
nested clustering tree to complete the cluster. Single point cluster (containing only one 
data point) in the bottom of the tree, at the top of the tree has a root node of the cluster. 
Root node covers all data points. Hierarchical clustering main merge (bottom-up) 
clustering and divisive (top-down) clustering in two ways. The main advantage of 
hierarchical clustering algorithm is its ability to use any form of distance and similarity 
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function, the disadvantage is inefficient, because it requires computational complexity 
square. 
 

4. Association rules 
 
Association rule mining is among the most important methods of data mining. The 
essence of this method is extracting interesting correlation and association among sets 
of items in the transactional databases or other data pools. Association rules are used 
extensively in various areas. A typical association rule has an implication of the form A

→B where A is an item set and B is an item set that contains only a single atomic 

condition [10]. 
At present association rule has evolved from the concept of a single layer to the 

multi-layer concept, conceptual layer layers down from the general to the specific, 
association rules can provide more specific information, this is a gradual deepening of 
knowledge discovery process, become generalized association rules. Apriori 
association rule mining algorithm is the classical algorithm [6]. 

Apriori algorithm is one of the most influential mining Boolean association rules 
frequent itemsets algorithm (here, all the support is greater than the minimum support 
itemsets called frequent item sets, referred to as frequency set). Its core is based on a 
two-stage frequency set recursive algorithm thought. The basic idea of the algorithm is: 
first find all the frequent sets, these items appear frequently sets of at least a 
predefined minimum support same. Then set the frequency generated by the strong 
association rules, which must meet the minimum support and minimum confidence. 
Then use the set of rules found to produce the desired frequency, producing only 
contains all the rules of a collection of items, wherein each of the right side of a rule of 
only one, here is the definition of the rule. Once these rules are generated, then only 
those users more than the minimum rules given credibility was only to stay. To 
generate all frequencies set using recursive methods. However, it may produce a large 
number of candidate sets, and may need to repeat scan the database, are two major 
drawbacks of Apriori algorithm. 

In addition to the classical algorithm, association rules Some research, for example: 
find language [7], weighted association rules algorithm [8] association rules, mining 
correlation and causation [9], the evolution of dynamic data mining association rules 
algorithm [10] to generate association rules different standard of measurement studies 
[11], a parallel discovery algorithm [10-12], and so on. 
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5. Conclusion 
 
Data mining is a hot research era of big data, classification, clustering and association 
rules as a data mining method in the mainstream method of application of interest and 
the community, many of the proposed algorithm, each have their own advantages, 
only according to analysis of specific problems in the practical application, select the 
best algorithm for mining. This paper summarizes the common types of classification 
analysis of algorithms, some algorithms were analyzed, summed up their advantages 
and disadvantages. Various types of data mining algorithm combines the research 
achievements in various fields, with the development of the times, these theories will 
penetrate each other; mining methods will also be further developed.  
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